
Core advantages:
l● Full-field temperature measurement characteristics of thermal imaging, easy to
screen temperature abnormal points in the area.
l● Real-time temperature response and real-time data analysis to improve
temperature measurement efficiency
l● Supports compensation temperature and alarm temperature settings to improve
monitoring efficiency
l● The device meets face recognition
l● Intelligent wide dynamic recognition camera.

Smart function:
● Using a high-performance intelligent processor and a deep learning-based face
recognition algorithm, the face capture rate is greatly improved.
●Support real-time temperature detection and high temperature alarm.
●Support face optimization, face enhancement and face exposure to improve imaging
quality.

Standing Temperature Scanner



●Supports anti-counterfeiting in vivo, based on facial biometric recognition, which
cannot be replaced and copied, eliminating counterfeiting operations.

Product Function and Features:
1,The device support local server and cloud server to store the data.
2,We have setting switch on device keep data on server and device or not keep data
as your requirement.
3,The device has online mode and offline mode, both can download the records.
4,You can get the data to check recently information who and when detected temp.
5,It is with door access function and with data to check.
6,It is with attendance function.
7, The device can display ads in standby state.
8, When it is in visitor mode, you can use QR code function, someone get in someone
should scan the QR code and keep information on device and server.
9, High temperature mode, you can set the high temperature time like from 1PM-3PM,
to calibration temperature.
10, API is available to offer if with strong research team .
11, IC card and RFID card (RFID card need confirm to us previously).
12, one year warranty and life-time software update and service.
13, Multiple language optional and customized language is available.
14, High temperature recommend to a specified email is newly added.
15, Device connect to the printer and print the normal temperature with face is newly
added.
16, The software can be updated from cloud server.

Detailed Parameter:
Specification
Display size 8 inch

Display type IPS LCD Capacitive 10 point touch screen

Whole Size 290*145*26 mm

Processor 32 bit quad-core ARM Chip RK3288

Memory 2GB

Flash 8GB
Measurement mode Thermal imaging temperature measurement

Measurement Distance 0.5m~2m
communication method TTL

Temperature measurement
accuracy

±0.3℃

Working Temperature 0~45℃



Storage temperature -40~65℃

Power supply 3-5V

Electronic current 2ma

Baud rate 9600/115200

Default auto output frequency 14Hz

Wavelength range 8~14µm

Temperature output Real-time parallel output

Temperature correction Manual and automatic calibration

Alarm threshold Adjustable

Wiggins interface Support Wiggins 26, Wiggins 34

Other Interface 232 TTL WIFI RJ45

Style Symmetrical design for horizontal and vertical hanging

Camera

200w：USB，Binocular camera, wide dynamic, anti-glare

Aperture 2.8, focal length 1.6mm, field of view 130 °, TV
distortion <-5%, photosensitive area size 1 / 5-inch
Pixels: According to customer requirements, ≥2 million
pixels
Assembly angle: flat out

Image Sensor 6mm focal length, F2.4 aperture

Fill light
LED: white light,RGB camera fill light

NIR：850nm infrared LED Light, IR camera fill light source,

Operating System Android 7.1

Input power 12V2A
Backlight recognition illumination <6000Lux

Working Environment Indoor
Face data capacity Offline:30000 faces on device, online:millions on server, will

be deleted automatically after 3 months.
Reading speed

0.5s
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0.5s temperature detection. 

Temperature accuracy : ±0.3°C 
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